Stuck at Home with your Partner?
Relieve pandemic stress with
sensual and sexual pleasure!

Dr. Diana Wiley
Sex Therapist
• 30+ years in private practice
• Appearances on Playboy TV

& Radio, 48 Hours-CBS News,
Joan Rivers Show, CNBC Real
Personal, Jenny Jones.
“Dr. Diana is the voice of
relationship wisdom —
mindful, playful and
pleasure-positive!”
— Sheri Winston, author of
Succulent SexCraft

“Using Dr. Diana’s book, a
couple can concentrate on
more intimacy, more new
ideas, and a number of great
exercises to help them be
better partners in, and out of,
bed.”
— Dr. Pepper Schwartz,
author of The Normal Bar

For more than thirty years I have helped thousands of couples get their
sex lives back on track. I’m so delighted when I see that glow of love
radiating from clients who took the risk to reconnect.
That’s my desire for the millions of couples whose relationships are
stressed in these anxious times. I want to share my time-tested “baby
steps” that can rekindle the passion people felt when they first met.

Show/Story Ideas
•

How to Divorce-Proof Your Marriage Against the Pandemic.
Do these five things to keep your partner happy in bed.

•

Could Hot Sex Cure Your Quarantine Blues? How to pull off an exciting
date night at home.

•

Are the Kids Cramping Your Style at Home? Three tips for parents
whose love lives are suffering during quarantine.

•

Feel Awkward Talking to Your Partner about Sex? Break the ice with
these surprisingly effective conversation starters.

•

Tired of Hearing “Not Tonight, Dear”? How to help your partner ease
into the mood for sex.

•

Harness the Power of Sensual Touch. Proven ways to soothe stress and
stimulate the senses are right at your fingertips.

•

Put Sex on the Calendar! It’s the best way to make sure it happens.

•

Do You Know What Your Partner Really Wants? Use this Sex Menu to
discover new possibilities of pleasure.

•

Want More Sexual Confidence? Start with this one simple strategy.

•

Banish Boredom from the Bedroom. Four fool-proof formulas to make
sex fun again.

•

Embrace Pandemic Sex! Leverage your feelings of mortality to amp up
the intimacy and desire between you and your partner.

•

Could Cannabis Help Your Sex Life? The research says yes!
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